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The continuous version of Szego’s theorem gives the first two terms of the 
asymptotics as a -+ co of the determinants of certain convolution operators on 
L,(O, a) with scalar-valued kernels. Generalizations are known if the kernel is 
matrix valued or if the interval (0, a) is replaced by a.0 with R a bounded set in R” 
with smooth boundary. This paper treats the higher-dimensional matrix case. The 
coefftcient in the interesting (second) term is an integral over the contangent bundle 
of XI of the correponding coefftcients of one-dimensional problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The one-dimensional scalar-valued (continuous) version of SzegCi’s 
theorem (31 states that under appropriate conditions on the function k(x) the 
operator T, on L2(0, a) defined by 
Taf (xl =f(x) + jaHx - uMv> d! 
0 
has its determinant given asymptotically as a + a3 by 





s(z) = &- 
I 
00 
eilZ log 1 + 
I J 
4) eMiLX k(x) dx fit. 
-co -cc 1 
In the higher-dimensional nalogue the interval [0, a] is replaced by aii?, 
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where B is a compact subset of R” with C’ boundary. The result is, with 
obvious analogues of T,, k, s, 
logdetT,=a”s(O)(n(+~a”-’ dx 
I J 
z u,s(z) s(-z) dz 
80 L Lk>O 
+ o(a”-‘), (2) 
where ]a] denotes the volume of a, V, is the inner unit normal to S2 at the 
point x, and dx denotes urface measure. Three different proofs of this, under 
different hypotheses, may be found in [4,5,6]. 
In the one-dimensional matrix case k(x) is matrix-valued and L, consists 
of vector-valued functions. If 
u(t) = 1 + l(t) = 1 + c” e-‘lX k(x) dx, 
-m 
denote by W(o) the corresponding Wiener-Hopf operator on L,(R+) 
Vo).f(-~) =f(x) + I” 4x -YU-(Y) 4~ XER,. 
0 
Under appropriate conditions a(c)-’ will be of similar form, the product 
W(u) lV(a-‘) will differ from Z by a trace class operator (so its determinant 
will be defined), and the result is 
log det T, = 2 
I 
m log det o(c) d< 
-a 
+ log det W(u) kV(u-‘) + o(l). (3) 
The discrete (Toeplitz matrix) analogue of this was first proved in [8]; an 
elegant direct proof may be found in [ 11. Both of these go over without 
difficulty to the continuous case. 
Here we extend (3) to higher dimensions. It transpires that the symmetry 
of the appearance of u and u-’ in the last term of (3) is an accident of the 
symmetry of the underlying set, which for n = 1 is an interval. An analogue 
of (3) cannot be expected to hold in general and we prove it in case D has a 
point of symmetry, or for any R if u is even. In the generalization the 
expression 
log det W(u) IV(u- ‘) 
is replaced by an integral, over the cotangent bundle of aR, of similar 
objects. 
The cotangent bundle .% = P(af2) may be identified with the set of all 
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pairs X = (x, q), where x E %2 and n Y, = 0. There is a natural measure 
dX = dq dx on 35, where dq denotes Lebesgue measure on the hyperplane 
n,= (q:q. u,=O) 
and dx is surface measure on %I. Given X = (x, q) we define 
ox(t) = a(? + b,), (ER. 
Then our formula reads 
(4) 
1 a n-* . 
+z % 0 J 
log det W(o,) W(u;‘) dX + ~(a”-‘). (5) 
z 
A formula which holds in general, i.e., without any symmetry condition, is 
logdeta(<)d< 
tr { log W(a,) - W(log ox)} dX + o(a”- ‘). (6) 
This in turn is a consequence of a more general fact which is the main result 
of the paper. The basic assumptions are that 
II k II “I 
II” 
(1 k(x)11 dx + 11’ 
It” 
1x1 Ilk(x) dxl “’ -C o[), 
where IIk(x)ll denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the matrix k(x), and that 
k(t) E L,(R”). 
The last guarantees that T, - I is of trace class. 
THEOREM. Suppose f is analytic on the closed convex hull C of the 
numerical ranges of the matrices a(r), r E R”, and f (1) = 0. Then 
“IQ1 f trf(43)dt 
“R” 
a n-1 . 
+5i -g 0 J tr{f (w(a,)) - Wf@,))\ dx + @a”-‘). (7) 
Recall that the numerical range of a Hilbert space operator A is the set of 
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all (AU, U) with ]] u]] = 1. The spectrum of A is cointained in the numerical 
range; in fact ]](A -A)-‘]] is at most the reciprocal of the distance from 1 to 
the numerical range. We shall see that the assumption on f guarantees that 
every ingredient of (7) is well defined. 
In casef(w) = log w then the hypothesis is satisfied if 0 4 L, for example, 
if ]]I?]/ < 1, and (6) follows. The derivation of (5) from (6) under a symmetry 
condition, as well as the derivation of (2) from (6) in the scalar case, are 
matters of algebra-applications of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff ormula. 
At the end of the paper we discuss relaxation of the condition 0 4 Z. 
The proof of the Theorem will run roughly as follows. We show that the 
inverses of operators like T, or PV(a,) are, to a first approximation, given by 
replacing c by 0-l. This is an idea familiar to everyone. We deduce that for 
a family of u depending on a complex parameter (specifically we replace c 
by 1 - A+ Lo, where 1 is in a complex neighborhood of [0, 11) we have 
estimates 
’ WI j trf(u(t)) &+ O(a”-‘1, 
R" 
(8) 
I t’u-(wJx)> - Wf(u*))l~= O(l)¶ (9) # 
which are uniform in A. Thus by a normal families argument it will suffice to 
prove the result for small ,I. For these we use the Taylor series for J; and the 
uniformity of (8) and (9) for certain sets of functions f, to reduce everything 
to the case wherefis just a power. Here a computation is made, as in [3,5]. 
The term that gives the second approximation is an integral over XI, but 
rather than evaluating the integrand we interpret it as the integral over IT, of 
the traces of operators on L,(R+). This is the crux of the matter and 
constitutes the only new idea of the paper. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The matrix-valued istributions on R” of the form 
cd(x) + k(x) 
with c a constant (times the identity matrix) and )] k]] ( co form a Banach 
algebra under convolution with the norm 
I4 + Ilkll. (10) 
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This is an easy exercise. Correspondingly the set a of Fourier transforms of 
elements of A 
forms a Banach algebra under .pointwise matrix multiplication with the same 
norm (10). Clearly an element of a is invertible exactly when its determinant 
is invertible in the corresponding scalar algebra, and this requires simply that 
the determinant be everywhere nonzero. Thus the spectrum of u in A’ is the 
union of the spectra of the matrices a(<). 
The Wiener-Hopf operator W(u) on L,(R +) is the compression of 
convolution by cd + k on L,(R). The convolution is unitarily equivalent o 
multiplication by o. The numerical range of IV(a) is therefore contained in 
the closed convex hull of the numerical ranges of the matrices o(r). 
Another fact we shall use is that (with an inverted circumflex denoting the 
inverse Fourier transform) if 
1 )t))liri(t)l(*dt< co, i= 1,2, (11) 
_ If0 
then W(u,u,) - kV(u,) LV(u,) is trace class and 
11 wk’,u,> - wtu,) W’,)ll: < I‘ I fl II 6Wll’ dt I’ I t I II &(t)ll* df. (12) 
We deduce that if u and u-’ satisfy (11) and if W(u) is invertible then 
W(u)-’ - LV(u-‘) is trace class and 
II w4-’ - w~-‘)ll: 
< II WC’ II* 1 I tl II Wll’dt1 I tl IIW’)’ O)ll* dl. (13) 
If f is analytic on the closed convex hull of the numerical ranges of the a(<) 
then replacing u by u - 1, multiplying by -f(l)/274 and integrating with 
respect o L over a suitable contour show that f( IV(u)) - W(f(u)) is trace 
class. 
We return to the setting of the Theorem. The preceding discussion shows, 
first, that ~“(a(<)) is well defined and f(u) E A^. Moreover, since a(<) + 1 as 
It\-+ co andf(l)=O we also have 
Thus the first integral in (7) makes sense. We shall show next that 
f( Wu,)) - Wf(u,>) 
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is trace class for almost every XE % and that its trace is integrable over A!?. 
Let us compute, for u E A and X= (x, q) E X, the inverse Fourier transform 
iTX(t) of the function ax(r) given by (4). We can write 
and so 
irx(t) - cd(r) = \ emin y k(y + tv,) ~2). (14) 
- nx 
Parseval’s identity holds for matrix-valued functions if one uses their 
Hilbert-Schmidt norms and so 
Integrating with respect o t gives 
=(2n)“-‘jm lfldfj IIk(y+tv,)l12dy 
-cc nx 
= (27r)“-’ j- ) z v, I (I k(z)ll’ dz. 
R” 
The last integral is at most (I k /I2 for all x. We deduce 
i i 
dX I f I II &(t)ll’ df < (2~)“- ’ I a.~ I II ~7 l12. (15) 
s .I#0 
We are now ready to apply (13). If we replace u by o, - A, integrate over 
X, and use Schwarz’s inequality, we find 
I, I) ~(0, - A)-’ - W((u, - l)-‘III, dx 
~(2x)“-‘(~~(suJ,Il(ux-1~-‘IIIlu-~1111~u-~~-’/I. 
The spectrum of u and the numerical ranges of the various W(u,) are 
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contained in Z. Hence for 1 on a curve surrounding Z but still contained in 
the region of analyticity off the right side is uniformly bounded. Multiplying 
by f(L) and integrating therefore give 
i II~(w(~,)) - wtf(4)11, fl< oo. (16) 
Moreover, and this will be useful later, this holds uniformly for any set of 
functions f uniformly bounded and analytic in a convex open set U and any 
compact set of u E a such that all numerical ranges of the o(r) lie in U. 
At this point we have not only shown that all ingredients of (7) make 
sense but we have also established (9). The proof of the preceding estimate 
(8) is quite similar. We begin it with a replacement for (12) for the operators 
T a* 
Given u E A^ denote by C,(u) convolution by ir on L,(aQ). Thus in this 
notation T, is C,(u). If ui = ci + & (i = 1, 2) then the kernel of 
C&P*) - C,@,) C&2) 
at a point (x, y) E aR X a0 is equal to 
I 





~lk,(~ - z)~~* dz dx = i Ilk,(u)l12 laf2 n can + u)cl du. 
The volume in the last integral is O(a”-’ 1 ul), the implied constant 
depending only on 0. Hence 
5 I Ilk,(x - z)ll’ dz dx = O(a”-’ j/k, 11’1. aR ant 
A similar inequality holds with k, replaced by k2 and so 
II C&P,) - C&,) C,(~Jl, = Wan-’ II k, II Ilk II). 
By the argument used above we deduce 
Ilf(C,@>) - CAf(~)IIL = W” ‘I3 
and this holds uniformly for the same sets off and u as (16). 
Note that C,(f(u)) is itself trace class, with continuous kernel 
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f(a)” (x -JJ). Its trace therefore quals the integral of the trace of its kernel 
over the diagonal in aQ x aJ2. Thus 
tr C&f(o)) =(e) ” Ia I 1 trf(W> dt. (17) 
This establishes (8) with uniformity as described after (16). 
We proceed as indicated in the Introduction. Take the given f and (T and 
consider the family u., = 1 - 1+ Jo, where 1 runs over a small neighborhood 
of [O. I] in the complex plane. If the neighborhood is small enough the 
numerical ranges of all the a,(<) will lie in a fixed compact subset of the 
domain ofJ: Therefore (8) and (9) hold for u1 uniformly in A. Since both 
integrals are analytic functions of A the conclusion of the Theorem will 
follow forall A, in particular A= 1, if it can be proved for sufficiently small A. 
In view of (17) what is to be proved is that for small A 
a n-1 
=27c .x 0 J- 
tr {f( Wu,)) - Wf(o,) i dx + da”- ’ 1 (18) 
with u now denoting uA. 
Let A be so small that 1 - A + AZ is contained in a fixed compact subset 
C’ of the disc of convergence of the Taylor series for f(w) about w = 1. 
Choose N so large that R,,,(W), the remainder after N terms of this series, 
satisfies 
throughout a neighborhood of C’. It follows from (8) and (9) applied to the 
functions F-‘R,(W) that 
tr{R.(C,(u)) - C,(R,(u))} = 0(&a”-‘) 
Since E is arbitrarily small this implies that (18) holds for f if it holds for 
polynomials. 
We shall now prove (18) for polynomialsJ Replacing u by u + c has the 
same effect as replacing w by w + c. Thus we may assume that a(T) = l(r) 
and consider the case f(w) = wm. We assume m > 2 since otherwise the 
result is trivial. 
Denote by C convolution by k on L,(R”) and for a given set Tc R” let P 
denote multiplication by x,-, the characteristic functions of I’. (Thus 
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C,(a) = PCP when r= CL?.) The kernel of (PCP)” at a point (x, y) E f x r 
equals 
i r “’ k(x-x,)k(x, -x2)... k(x,-2-X,-,) . _
x w,-I -Y)Xr(X,) ‘.’ Xi-CL,)dx, ‘. &n-,7 
the integration taken over R” x ... x R”. Change variables, replacing x - x,, 
x, -x2 ,..., x,,-~ - x,-, by x, ,..., x,,- , , respectively. We obtain 
‘.’ I 1 ‘k(x,) . . k(x,)k(x-y-x,- . . . -x,-J 
XX~(x-xx,)X~(x-xx,-xx,)“~~~(x-xx,--’~-xx,~,)dx, “-dx -,. 
Since Cm has kernel k * ... * k(x - y) we deduce that PC”P - (PCP)“’ has 
kernel 
... I 5 k(x,) .” k(x,)k(x-y-xx, - ... -x,,-,) 
x (l-~r(x-xx,)~‘~~r(X-x,--“-xx,~,)}dx,”~dx,~,. (19) 
Take r = af2. Since c E L , the function k is continuous. It follows that the 
kernel is continuous and so to find the trace of the operator we integrate the 
trace of the kernel over the diagonal of aR X aa. The result is 
tr~C,@“) - C,(u)“/ 
= 
i i tr k(x,) ... k(x,) k(-x, - .” -x,-J (20) . _
XIaR\d2n(aR+x,)n... fT(aQ+x,+...+x,-,)I&, ..~dx,-,. 
It is easy to show that for each i 
1 .” ~IIk(x,)...k(x,_,)k(-X,-.~~-X,_,)IIIXildr, ..‘dw,-, 
. . 
G cm - 1) 1 1x1 II k(x)ll’ dx [ ,f II WI dxl ‘-’ 
(21) 
and so is finite. Moreover, the volume appearing in the integral in (20) is 
clearly 
O(a”-’ max [xi\), 
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and a little thought shows that it equals 
a n-1 
s 
max(O, x, V, ,..., (x, + ‘.. +x,-,). vJdx+o(a”-‘) 
a0 
as a -+ co. This is a lemma left as an exercise for the reader. We therefore 
deduce from (20) that 
tr{C,(am) - C,(~)ml 
= an-‘!,, dxj ... /” tr k(x,) ... k(x,-,)k(-x, - ... -x,-,) (22) 
X max(O, x, I)~,..., (x1+ ‘~‘+x,~,)‘v,)dx, 4x,~l+o(a”-1). 
We shall now show how this integral may be rewritten as an integral over 
%. In the inner integral over R” x x R” write 
Xi =-Vi + fiv, 9 fi E R, yi E n,. 
Observe that 
max(O, xl V, ,..., (x, + ‘.’ +x,-J v,) 
= max(O, t, ,..., t, + ‘.’ +1,-J 
and so in particular is independent of the yi, with respect o which we shall 
integrate first. The integral 
“’ 1 I qy, + f,V,) “’ k(y,-1 + fm-,V,) 
Xk(-y,-f,v,-.” --y,-, -tm-,V,)&, ‘.’ dym-, (23) 
is the value at 0 of the convolution of the functions of y 
k(Y + fiVx)y i<m-1, k(y- flv, - ... - t,,-,v,). 
The Fourier transform of k(y + tvJ equals 6*(f) thought of as a function of 
q E IT,. (Recall that X = (x, q).) It follows from the assumptions k E L, , 
4 E L, that for almost every f 
W + fv.J, &x(f), 
belong to L, as functions of 4’ and 0, respectively. This is enough to 
guarantee that the convolution (23) equals 
-- 
t2nin- 1 I,, 6x@,) ” 6,y(f,-1) 6x(-f, - “’ - f,-,) dq 
for almost every f ,,..., f,-, . 
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This is then integrated with respect o t, ,..., t,,,-, over R X ‘. X R and 
then with respect o .Y over aLI. We conclude that (22) may be rewritten 
=(sJ-‘.is dX .‘. tris,(t,) ... ijx(t,-,)irx(-t, - ... - f,n-,) _(_ 1 
X max(0, t, ,..., t, + “’ + t,-,)dt, ... dt,_, + ~(a”-‘). (24) 
This involved an interchange of order of integration which is justified by 
Fubini’s theorem since for each i 
. 
( .” 1 IliT&,) . . 6n(t,m,)irx(-f, - ... -t,-,)\I Jt,ldf, ..’ df,,m, 
. . 
by (2 1), since for each X 
by (14), and since 
(_ dX [ (t( IIir&)ll’dt < 00 
-s . 
by (15). 
Finally we compute the trace of IV($) - W(CJ,)~. The last displayed 
formulas imply that a,(f) belongs to the one-dimensional algebra A for 
almost every X. Therefore the kernel of W(o;) - IV(u,)“’ is given by an 
analogue of (19); the variables xi E R” are replaced by t, E R, the function 
k(x) is replaced by o,(t), and the set f by R + . For almost every X the 
function ox(r) belongs to L, and for these X the kernel is continuous. So to 
find the trace of the operator we integrate the trace of the kernel over the 
diagonal of R + x R + and find 
= .c 1 trti,(t,) ... 6x(t,-,)6,(--t, - ... -t,,,+,) 
X max(O, I, ,..., t, + ... + t,,..,)dt, .‘. dt,,-,. 
Comparing this with (24) completes the proof of the Theorem. 
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3. DERIVATION OF (2) AND (5) 
The Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula [2, Chap. X] says that if CI and 
/3 are elements of a Banach algebra of sufftciently small norm then 
log eQeB = + ~~(a, /I), 
k:, 
where each uk(a, /3) is a linear combination of (k - I)-fold commutators 
1 “’ [l~l~2b.l] “. Ykl 
with each yi equal to a or ,8. The first few terms of the series are 
Let o be an element of the one-dimensional algabra A^ satisfying 
(1 1 - ~1) ( 1, so that log u is well defined. We shall show that if I/log 611 is 
sufficiently small (in other words, if )( 1 - (~11 is sufficiently small) there are 
elements 9+ ,9- of the algebras A + , a _, where 
A + = {cd + k: k(x) = 0 for x < 0}, 
A-={cd+k:k(x)=Oforx>O}, 
such that 
0 = em-e”+, (25) 
or equivalently, such that 
logo= 2 Uk.(9-,a,+). (26) 
k=l 
Denote by 9 -+ 9, the obvious projection from a onto a+, set 
9,- =9-9+, and define 
u(9)=loga- f Ak-kk(V)-,V)+). 
k=2 
Then lim,, U”‘(O) has a formal power series expansion 
loga-~[(logo)~,(logo)+]+~“, 
which converges to an element of A^ satisfying U(9) = 9 if L is small enough, 
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or for A= 1 if (1 log o [( is small enough. Assuming the latter we set L = 1 and 
find that 
logu=cp+ -F u/&-,(P+)= Y uk((P-,(o+) 
k?l kY1 
since cp = qo_ + cp+ . This gives (25). 
If o, E a- or u2 E A+ then I+‘(a,oJ = W(o,) W(o,). It follows from this 
fact and (25) that 
W(u) = e WCS-) ewb+) 
and so, again if 1) log u 1) is sufficiently small, 
1% wJ)= : Ukvw-), WP.)). 
k=l 
Using (26) we deduce 
log W(u) - W(log a) 
= f {uk(w(p-), w(p+))- w(“k(%,~+))h 
k=2 
(27) 
the terms corresponding to k = 1 cancelling. 
We now return to R”. By the usual argument we need to prove (2) or (5) 
for the family 
u.t= 1 - J + kJ 
for sufficiently small 1. If 1 is small enough then for almost every X (27) will 
hold with u replaced by (u~)~. So we assume ;i is this small, suppress its 
appearance, and consider the second integral in (6). 
In the scalar case all z+((o- , cp,) for k > 2 vanish. Moreover, the 
commutator of Wiener-Hopf operators is trace class in this case and so all 
higher commutators have trace zero. Therefore 
tr (log W(o,) - Wlog 0~)) 
= tr z+(W(cp-), W(y,+)) = +tr{ W(q+Co-) - I+%+) I+%-)\ 
Xi I .a 0 r@+(t) e-(-t) dr = 4 I= t+(t) +(-r) dr. 0 
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Since @ = (log a,)” integration with respect to q E I7, gives, as in the 




z v,s(z) s(-z) dz 
z vx>o 
and so (2) follows from (6). 
Now for the derivation of (5) under a symmetry condition. We return to 
one dimension and formula (27), which we shall write in an equivalent form. 
Define the function a^ by 8((r) = a(-{). From (25) we obtain 
--I u =e -m+ -6. e 
and ?+,$- belong to the algebras A’- ,a+. Hence applying (27) to o’-’ 
gives 
log w(a- ‘) + W(log 6) 
= F {u,(W(--i+), W(-6-J) - W,(--6,) -@-))I 
,ez 
(28) 
Here we have used the fact ~~(-a, -/I) = - uk@, a), a reflection of 
log e-" e-O = - log e4 e”. 
Now for any o, w E A the operator W(o) W(w) - W(ow) is trace class 
and 
tr{ W(v) W(w) - W(cpw)} = - rrn z tr i(z) @(-2) dz. 
-0 
Consequently 
Replacing o, ly by 6, I+? changes the sign of the right side. Consequently 
WWG W2)1- W[6 @IN 
= -trI[Wrp), Vw)l- VIP, WI)). 
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Induction shows that this extends to higher commutators, and so 
tr1~dwa. W(C)) - wMi5 @))I 
= - trlu,(Ya,), w(w)) - WGP, v))L 
Therefore going back to (28) and comparing with (27) show that 
tr(log W(0) - W(log o)} = trjlog W(e-‘) + W(log c?)} 
and so also 
tr (log IV(a) - W(log u)) 
= f tr(log w(a) - W(log 6) + log W(C’) + W(log C)}. (29) 
Now back to the second integral in (6). We must replace each u above by 
ux and integrate with respect o X. The contributions of the first two terms 
on the right side of (29) we leave unchanged as 
i I tr (log FV(u,) - W(log a,) ) dX. . f 
As for the last two terms, a simple check shows that if 2 = (x, --a) then 
(a,)- = 62. 
Therefore the variable change X + 2, under which the measure dX is 
invariant, gives for the contribution of the last two terms on the right side of 
(29) 
i (_ tr {log W(5,i ‘) + W(log c?,)} dX. 
_ f 
Therefore the second integral in (6) is equal to 
‘j, i tr log lV(u,) + log W(o’; ‘) - W(log a,) 
+ W(log a,.)) dX. 
If u is even then of course o’= u and the above expression equals 
f J tr (log IV@,) + log W(u; ’ ) } dX % 
and this gives (5). 
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If 0 is symmetric about the origin and if we write -X= (-x, -q) then 
since v-, = - v,. Thus the change of variable X+ - X gives 
= I { tr log W(o; ‘) + W(log ox)} dX -* 
and again (5) follows. The translation-invariance of the situation shows that 
(5) holds whatever point of symmetry Q may have. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
What of (5) or (6) if the condition 0 & Z is not satisfied? The situation is 
this. Let 
GJ! = (a E a: ?+‘(a,) is invertible for all X). 
This is an open subset of A^. If n = 1 then @ is connected (the discrete 
analogue of this was proved in [7]) and may be so in general. In any case it 
is almost certainly true that if u is in the connected component of GZ 
containing I then (5) under a symmetry condition, and (6) suitably inter- 
preted, hold. 
Here is why. Let uel be a piecewise analytic curve in CZ with u,, = 1 and 
u, = u. If one defines 
i 
1 
log u,~ = up;’ dr, 
0 
1% WbM = 1’ WW>,) W@JJ dr 
0 
then these are not logarithms in the usual sense, even when logarithms exist, 
and they also depend on the particular curve chosen. Nevertheless if ,l is 
sufficiently small 
Wv3 ~W,dJ - Wlod~dx)/ (30) 
is the same whether the above logarithms or the actual ones are used. The 
second integrand in (6) is to be interpreted as (30) with A = 1. 
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As for the second integrand in (5) there is no difficulty about its meaning, 
for 
det W(a,) ?V(a; ‘) 
has limit 1 as ] ?I--) co and the one-point compactilication of 2F is simply 
connected. Hence there is a unique continuous logarithm with limit zero at 
infinity and this is the integrand. 
Since (5) and (6) are true for ,4 small what one needs to prove them in 
general are estimates of the form (8) and (9) valid for J in a neighborhood of 
[O, 11. If one recalls how these were obtained earlier one sees that there is no 
difficulty with (9) but that (8) requires knowing that if u E f3’ then the 
(operator) norms of the T; ’ are bounded as a + co. In the scalar case this 
was proved in [6]. The argument given there goes over to the matrix case 
except for one awkward point. One has to know that the norms of the 
kernels of the W(a,)-’ are bounded by 
c&x - y) + j(x - y) 
for some cS +j belonging to scalar-valued A and independent of X. In the 
scalar case this was automatic and probably is here, too, but we have not 
been able to prove it without an additional assumption. One that will serve is 
that the function 
k*(x) = suPolKY)ll : 14’l= 1x11 
belongs to scalar-valued A. Thus if u E @ and satisfies this condition then 
(5) holds if there is symmetry and (6) if suitably interpreted. 
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